
Writing your 
Artist Statement





Done correctly it will be 
clear and concise.



Lauren Gallaspy Ceramic Artist & Educator 

“Your artist’s statement is a kind of lie that is looking for the truth. 
That is, you actually hold the artist’s statement up to the work, 
either the work doesn’t fulfill the terms of the artist’s statement or 
the artist’s statement doesn’t fulfill the terms of the work.”

The Potters Cast interview 
1 hr in



Imagine you have 30 seconds 
with the person 

who could change 
your artistic path 

but only if you 
can easily state…



WHO ARE YOU?



WHAT DO YOU DO?



WHY DO YOU DO IT?



What’s your elevator pitch?  



Springboard for the Arts

Work of Art Toolkit: Business Skills for 
Artists

WORKBOOK Unit 3 – Portfolio Kit 
Exercises 1-3 

 https://youtu.be/zKmYTL-e73c?list=PL3H1nLc5p040KKYPNRD64pPuRmrenDnGB

https://youtu.be/zKmYTL-e73c

https://youtu.be/zKmYTL-e73c?list=PL3H1nLc5p040KKYPNRD64pPuRmrenDnGB
https://youtu.be/zKmYTL-e73c


Consider these ideas
when you describe 
your work. 

Facts about your 
work

Influences/Inspirations

Connecting to all 5 
SensesPlace/Space

Your Beliefs



Don’t Sweat it….

 Play around
 Edit
 Experiment

But then Write         Proof Read         Peer Edit          Revise!



Sanguine

Adjective
Bouyant & 

positive 

Noun
Colour red, ruby, 

blood, ferric oxide

40 years as a 
guild



Artist Statement Generator

click this application

From www.500letters.com

Good fun but don’t use it!

http://500letters.org/form_15.php
http://www.500letters.com/


Bio 

 Andrea has recently taken a Resident Artist Space at the 
Mississauga Potters’ Guild. She is looking to take the time to explore 
and learn about her work, to look at it again and reflect and ponder 
and study it. Andrea always enjoyed the atmospheric firing process 
and still tries to get into a wood firing where possible, but is also 
investigating atmospheric like firings in Cone 6. 



Artist Statement
Emerge – definition 
Come out of or away from something
To come into view
To come forth, as from concealment or obscurity
To become conscious
To come into being through evolution
To come up or arise, as a question or difficulty
To come out (of) or live (through a difficult experience)
To come into existence; develop
To rise, as from an inferior or unfortunate state or condition Become apparent, 
important or prominent
Become known 
Reading through the above definitions of Emerge, I then look at my bottle like forms 
and see them as attempting to emerge. They are slumpy and hesitant, wanting to 
stand tall, but not yet able to. Maybe they are encouraging each other but scared 
and unsure, supporting each other while taking individual timid steps. Their contents 
spill over and flow, are shared and released. They are taking their time to evolve, 
live through, and to come into their own. 



The Artwork

Title: Support
Medium: Glazed and Fired Ceramic 
18 pieces
Price: 



Bio

Jacquie Blondin has been a practising artist since 1984.  She studied Art & Art 
History at McMaster University and has been an arts educator for over 25 years.  Her 
training in sculpture and experimentations with texture and three-dimensional forms 
creates a unique perspective in her ceramic arts and mixed media works.  She has 
exhibited in the Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition and in several local group shows, 
including Practice What You Teach at the Beaux Arts Gallery in Brampton and 
Chronos at the Living Arts Centre Gallery.  Jacquie has been a member of the 
Mississauga Potters’ Guild for over 10 years and is currently participating in its 
Mentorship Program. Jacquie Blondin currently lives and works in Mississauga.



Artist Statement

 “Alchemy” reflects the range of chemistry in ceramic art. I want the viewer to make 
connections to the materials displayed and in so doing, develop a sense of desire 
to participate in the clay process and create their own hypothesis and conclusions. 
A finished work, whether functional or fine art, emerges from malleable clay into the 
completed glazed form.  Test tubes and three-dimensional forms show the 
materials, by-products and processes of creation in clay; moist clay, leather-hard 
shavings, dried shavings, powdered clay, water, slip and a liquid sample of this 
glaze.  The three sculptural forms progress with increasing scale, purpose, and 
refinement.  The first firing, at low temperatures alters the clay into a light warm 
coloured fragile ceramic; my bisqued maquette expresses the loose gentle 
movement I felt while initially experimenting with the form.  The centre form has 
changed to become significantly less porous after the second firing at a much 
higher temperature, accentuating its speckled nature, mass and volume.  Finally, 
the large fully vitrified glazed form accentuates the interior and exterior textural 
surfaces with the lustre of the gold glaze and completes my intent and process. 



The Artwork

Title: Alchemy
Medium: Buff Speckled 
Clay, Cone 6 Glaze, 
Glass, Rubber, Wood, 
Steel, Water
Price: 
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